Introduction

This is a guide to information sources on botanical illustration and botanical art in the Helen Crocker Russell Library of Horticulture. Citations are listed alphabetically by author, and if no author is listed, then alphabetically by title. This guide does not represent the full scope of information on botanical illustration at the library. For more assistance, please consult a librarian.

Books

Author: Aafjes, Bertus.  
Title: *Maria Sibylla Merian.*  
Publication: [Amsterdam, J.M. Meulenhoff, 1946?]  
Call Number: QK98.M54 A1 1952

Author: Aitken, Richard.  
Title: *Botanical riches: stories of botanical exploration.*  
Call Number: (folio) SB109 .Ai93 2007

Author: Alexander, Francesca.  
Author: Bruntjen, Sven H. A., Fine Arts.  
Title: *Drawings for "Roadside songs of Tuscany"*  
Publication: Woodside, Calif. (P.O. Box 4121, Woodside 94062) : Sven H.A. Bruntjen Fine Arts, 1981.  
Call Number: QK98 .AL26 1981

Author: American Society of Botanical Artists.  
Title: *Losing paradise? Endangered plants here and around the world.*  
Call Number: QK86.4 .L896 2009

Author: The American Society of Botanical Artists  
Title: *Botanical art techniques : a comprehensive guide to watercolor, graphite, colored pencil, vellum, pen and ink, egg tempera, oils, printmaking, and more.*  
Call Number: QK98.1 .W89 2020
Author: Anderson, Frank J.
Title: *An illustrated treasury of cultivated flowers.*
Call Number: (folio) SB407 .An23 1979

Author: Anderson, Frank J.
Author: New York (City)
Title: *A treasury of flowers: rare illustrations from the collection of the New York Botanical Garden.*
Publication: Boston : Little, Brown, c1990.
Call Number: (folio) QK98.A1 An23 1990

Author: Andrews, Jean.
Title: *American wildflower florilegium.*
Call Number: (folio) QK112 .An26 1992

Author: Anholt, Laurence.
Title: *Van Gogh and the sunflowers: a story about Vincent van Gogh.*
Publication: Hauppauge, NY : Barron's ; [2007]
Call Number: (j) SB299.S9 An49 2007

Author: Arbel, Ilil.
Title: *Favorite wildflowers coloring book.*
Call Number: QK110 .Ar16 1991

Author: Arbel, Ilil.
Title: *Medicinal plants coloring book.*
Call Number: QK99.A1 Ar16 1992

Author: Arnosky, Jim.
Title: *Drawing from nature.*
Call Number: QK98 .Ar666 1982

Title: *Art in nature: classic botanical prints from the eighteenth to the twentieth century.*
Call Number: QK98 .Cu7 Ar75 1991

Author: Barker, Nicolas.
Title: *Hortus Eystettensis: the Bishop's garden and Besler's magnificent book.*
Call Number: (folio) QK98.B48 B243 1994
Author: Bartram, William.
Title: *Botanical and zoological drawings, 1756-1788: reproduced from the Fothergill album in the British Museum (Natural History)*
Call Number: (*folio) QH46 .B35 1968

Author: Battershill, Norman.
Title: *Painting gardens.*
Call Number: QK98.1 .B322 1994

Author: Bauer, Ferdinand.
Title: *An exquisite eye: the Australian flora & fauna drawings 1801-1820 of Ferdinand Bauer.*
Call Number: QK98.B31 B326 1997

Author: Bauer, Gene.
Author: California Garden Clubs.
Title: *Botanical serigraphs: the Gene Bauer collection.*
Call Number: QK98.B32 B326 2010

Author: Bays, Jill.
Title: *The watercolourist's garden.*
Call Number: QK98.1 .B345 1993

Author: Besler, Basilius.
Title: *The Besler florilegium: plants of the four seasons.*
Call Number: (*folio) QK98.B48 B464 1989

Author: Besler, Basilius.
Title: *The garden at Eichstätt: the book of plants.*
Call Number: (folio) QK98.B48 B464e 2000

Author: Blackadder, Elisabeth.
Title: *Favourite flowers.*
Call Number: QK98.B51 B561 1994

Author: Blamey, Marjorie.
Title: Marjorie Blamey's Flowers of the countryside.
Call Number: QK306 .B589 1980

Author: Bleichmar, Daniela.
Title: Visible empire: botanical expeditions and visual culture in the Hispanic Enlightenment.
Call Number: QK21.S7 B54 2012

Author: Blunt, Wilfrid.
Title: The art of botanical illustration.
Publication: London, Collins [1950]
Call Number: QK98.A1 B628 1950

Author: Blunt, Wilfrid.
Author: Kew, England.
Title: The art of botanical illustration.
Call Number: QK98.A1 B628 1994

Author: Blunt, Wilfrid.
Title: The illustrated herbal.
Call Number: (folio) SB293 .B624 1979

Author: Bridson, Gavin D. R.
Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Call Number: QK98.A3 B764 2003

Author: Bridson, Gavin D. R.
Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Title: Printmaking in the service of botany: 21 April to 31 July 1986, catalogue of an exhibition.
Call Number: QK98.4.P75 P936 1986

Author: Brindle, John V.
Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Title: Flora portrayed: classics of botanical art from the Hunt Institute collection.
Call Number: QK98.A3 B771 1985

Author: Brodie, Christina.
Title: Drawing and painting plants.
Call Number: QK98.1 .B784 2007

Author: Brookshaw, George.
Title: Pomona Britannica, the complete plates = Pomona Britannica, die vollständigen Tafeln = Pomona Britannica, les planches complètes.
Call Number: (folio) QK98.B75 B791 2002

Author: Brown, Wynne L.
Title: The forgotten botanist : Sara Plummer Lemmon's life of science and art.
Call Number: QK31.L46 B81 2021

Author: Buchanan, Handasyde.
Title: Nature into art: a treasury of great natural history books.
Call Number: (folio) QK98.A1 B851 1979

Author: Butler, Patricia.
Author: Antique Collectors' Club.
Title: Irish botanical illustrators & flower painters.
Call Number: QK98.Ir3 B977 2000

Author: Calmann, Gerta.
Title: Ehret : flower painter extraordinary.
Call Number: (folio) QK98 .C12 1977

Author: Catesby Commemorative Trust,
Title: The curious Mister Catesby : a "truly ingenious" naturalist explores new worlds.
Call Number: QH31.C27 C87 2015
Author: Chatto, Beth.  
Title: *Plant portraits.*  
Call Number: SB406.C392 1985

Author: Coats, Alice M.  
Title: *The book of flowers; four centuries of flower illustration.*  
Call Number: (folio) QK98.C63b 1973

Author: Cohn, Diana.  
Title: *Mr. Goethe's garden.*  
Call Number: (j) QK31.G5 C661 2003

Author: Conabere, Elizabeth.  
Title: *Wildflowers of South-eastern Australia.*  
Publication: Richmond, Victoria, Australia : Greenhouse, c1987.  
Call Number: QK431.C741 1987

Author: Congdon, Lisa.  
Title: *20 ways to draw a tulip and 44 other fabulous flowers: a sketchbook for artists, designers, and doodlers.*  
Call Number: (j) QK98.1.C75 2014

Author: Corcoran College of Art + Design, Washington, D.C.  
Title: *Botanical treasures of Lewis & Clark : new art for the bicentennial.*  
Call Number: QK133.2.L3 B657 2006

Author: Cottesloe, Gloria.  
Title: *The Duchess of Beaufort's flowers.*  
Call Number: QK98.A1 C827 1983

Author: Cribb, Phillip.  
Title: *The forgotten orchids of Alexandre Brun.*  
Call Number: (folio) SB409.C867f 1992

Author: Cribb, Phillip.  
Author: Kew, England.
Author: Desmond, Raymond G. C.
Title: *Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker: traveller and plant collector.*
Call Number: QK31.H7 D465j 1999

Author: Dunthorne, Gordon.
Title: *Flower & fruit prints of the 18th and early 19th centuries: their history, makers and uses, with a catalogue raisonné of the works in which they are found.*
Call Number: (folio) QK98 .D92 1970

Author: Easton, David.
Title: *Watercolour flowers.*
Call Number: QK98.1 .Ea79 1993

Author: Ebes, Hank.
Title: *Florilegium of Captain Cook's first voyage to Australia, 1768-1771.*
Publication: Melbourne, [Australia]: Ebes Douwma; Paddington, N. S. W., [Australia]: Sotheby's Australia, 1988.
Call Number: QK98.B26 E639 1988

Author: Egmond, Florike.
Title: *Eye for detail: images of plants and animals in art and science, 1500-1630.*
Call Number: QH46.5 .E46 2017

Author: Ehret, Georg Dionysius.
Title: *Ehret's flowering plants.*
Call Number: QK98.E47 Eh85 1988

Author: Elick, Don.
Title: *Japonica magnifica.*
Call Number: (*folio) QK369 .EL42 1992

Author: Elliott, Brent.
Author: Lindley Library.
Title: *Flora: an illustrated history of the garden flower.*
Call Number: (folio) SB109 .EL58 2001
Author: Elliott, Brent.
Author: Royal Horticultural Society, London.
Title: *Treasures of The Royal Horticultural Society.*
Call Number: QK98.A1 EL58 1994

Author: Emboden, William A.
Title: *Leonardo da Vinci on plants and gardens.*
Call Number: QK98.L533 Em15 1987

Author: Evanich, John M.
Title: *Index of cactus illustrations.*
Call Number: SB438.C12 Ev14 1989

Author: Evans, Anne-Marie.
Title: *An approach to botanical painting in watercolour.*
Call Number: QK98.1 .Ev15 1993

Author: Evans, Henry Herman.
Title: *Botanical prints with excerpts from the artist's notebooks.*
Publication: San Francisco: Freeman, c1977.
Call Number: (folio) QK98.Ev2 Ev15b 1977

Title: *An exhibition of botanical linocuts by Henry Evans: 6 November 1966 to 25 March 1967.*
Call Number: QK98.Ev2 .Ev15 1966

Author: Fabri, Ralph.
Title: *Complete guide to flower painting.*
Call Number: QK98.1 .F114 1968

Author: Fell, Derek.
Title: *Renoir's garden.*
Call Number: QK98.R27 F335 1991

Author: Fisher, Celia.
Title: *The golden age of flowers: botanical illustration in the age of discovery 1600-1800.*
Call Number: QK98.A6 F531 2011

Author: Fiveash, Rosa Catherine,
Title: *Rosa Fiveash's Australian orchids: a collection of paintings.*
Call Number: QK495.O64 A73 F586 1974

Author: Garden Club of America.
Author: Grolier Club.
Title: *Plant illustration before 1850: a catalogue of an exhibition of books, drawings and prints, held by the Garden Club of America and the Grolier Club, from February 20 to March 31, 1974.*
Call Number: QK98.A3 P694 1992

Title: *A garden of prints: an exhibition of 18th and 19th Century botanical illustrations, Fine Arts Gallery, Grasselli Library, John Carroll University, September 26-October 17, 1980.*
Publication: University Heights, OH : Dept. of Fine Arts, John Carroll University, 1980.
Call Number: QK98 .G167 1980

Author: Gardner, Martin F.
Title: *Plants from the woods and forests of Chile.*
Call Number: (*folio) QK264 .G17 2015

Author: Glen, H. F.
Title: *Botanical exploration of Southern Africa: an illustrated history of early botanical literature on the Cape flora: biographical accounts of the leading plant collectors and their activities in Southern Africa from the days of the East India Company until modern times.*
Call Number: SB38.Af8 G48 2010

Author: Gordon-Craig Gallery.
Title: *Fine botanical paintings: contemporary botanical works from the Gordon-Craig Gallery.*
Call Number: QK98.A3 F493 2000

Author: Goulding, Jeanne H.
Title: *Fanny Osborne's flower paintings.*
Publication: Auckland, New Zealand : Heinemann, c1983.
Call Number: QK98.Os67 G739 1983

Author: Grasset, Eugène.
Title: Plants and their application to ornament: a nineteenth century design primer.
Call Number: (folio) QK98.A1 G73 2008

Author: Graves, George.
Title: Medicinal plants: an illustrated guide to more than 180 plants that cure disease and relieve pain.

Author: Grierson, Mary Anderson.
Title: A Hawaiian florilegium: botanical portraits from paradise.
Call Number: (folio) QK473.H4 G872 1996

Author: Guest, Coral.
Title: Painting flowers in watercolour: a naturalistic approach.
Call Number: QK98.1 .G938 2001

Author: Hairs, Marie Louise.
Title: Les Peintres flamands de fleurs au XVIIe siècle.
Call Number: QK98 .H12 1965

Author: Hall, Nancy C.
Author: Irvine Museum.
Title: The life & art of Paul de Longpré.
Call Number: (folio) QK98.L64 H145 2001

Author: Halliday, Pat.
Title: The illustrated rhododendron: their classification portrayed through the artwork of Curtis's botanical magazine.
Call Number: SB413.R47 H155 2001

Author: Hamilton and Brandon, Jill Douglas-Hamilton.
Title: Napoleon, the Empress, & the artist: the story of Napoleon, Josephine's garden at Malmaison, Redouté & the Australian plants.
Call Number: SB38.Au8 H18 1999

Author: Hardouin-Fugier, Elisabeth.
Title: The flower painters: an illustrated dictionary.
Call Number: QK98.F7 H221 1996

Author: Harris, Stephen A.
Title: The magnificent Flora Graeca: how the Mediterranean came to the English garden.
Call Number: QK315 .H243 2007

Author: Hayden, Ruth.
Title: Mrs. Delany, her life and her flowers.
Call Number: QK98.D37 H324 1980

Author: Hazlitt, Gooden & Fox.
Author: Bernard Quaritch.
Author: Antiquariaat Junk.
Title: The Mattioli woodblocks.
Call Number: QK98.M189 H339 1989

Title: The Herbal of the Count Palatine: an eighteenth-century herbal.
Call Number: SB293 .T729 1985

Author: Hewson, Helen.
Title: Australia: 300 years of botanical illustration.
Publication: Collingwood, Victoria, Australia : CSIRO ; Woodbridge : Antique Collectors' Club, 1999.
Call Number: QK98.A1 H499 1999

Author: Hilliard, O. M.
Title: Dierama: the hairbells of Africa.
Call Number: (folio) QK495.I76 D43, H559, 1991

Author: Historisches Museum Frankfurt am Main.
Title: Maria Sibylla Merian: artist and naturalist, 1647-1717.
Call Number: QK98.M54 M337 1998
Author: Holmgren, Noel H.
Title: Botanical illustration: preparation for publication.
Call Number: QK98.15 .H739 1986

Author: Hooker, William.
Title: The collector's portfolio of Hooker's finest fruits: twelve reproduction antique prints.
Call Number: (*folio) QK98.H66 H764c 1989

Author: Hooker, William.
Title: Hooker's finest fruits: a selection of paintings of fruits.
Call Number: (folio) QK98.H66 H764 1989

Author: House, Maria Newberry.
Title: Plantae occidentalis: 200 years of botanical art in British Columbia.
Call Number: QK98 .H8162 1979

Author: Hulton, Paul Hope.
Title: The work of Jacques le Moyne de Morgues: a Huguenot artist in France, Florida and England.
Call Number: (folio) QK98.Le46 H86 1977

Author: Hunt Botanical Library.
Title: Catalogue of an exhibition of contemporary botanical art and illustration, 6 April to 1 September 1964.
Publication: Pittsburgh [1964]
Call Number: QK98 .H9123co 1964

Author: Hunt Botanical Library.
Title: An exhibition of paintings by Cynthia Newsome-Taylor for flower and gardening books: 12 November 1967 to 15 April 1968.
Call Number: QK98.N479 P166 1967

Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Publication: Pittsburgh : Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation, [1976]
Call Number: QK98 .B77 1976

Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Call Number: QK98 .H9123c 1968

Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Call Number: QK98 .H9123c 1972

Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Call Number: QK98 .H9123c 1977

Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Title: 5th International Exhibition of Botanical Art & Illustration, 11 April to 15 July 1983: catalogue.
Call Number: QK98 .H9123c 1983

Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Call Number: QK98 .H9123c 1992

Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Title: Catalogue: 8th International Exhibition of Botanical Art & Illustration: 13 November 1995 to 29 February 1996.
Call Number: QK98 .H9123c 1995
Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Call Number: QK98 .H9123c 1998

Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Title: Catalogue: 10th International Exhibition of Botanical Art & Illustration: 28 October 2001 to 28 February 2002.
Call Number: QK98 .H9123c 2001

Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Title: Catalogue: 11th International Exhibition of Botanical Art & Illustration: 24 October 2004 to 28 February 2005.
Call Number: QK98 .H9123c 2004

Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Call Number: QK98 .H9123c 1969s

Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Title: Catalogue of the botanical art collection at the Hunt Institute.
Call Number: QK98.A3 H912 1985-

Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Call Number: QK98.P37 H911 2003

Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Title: Paintings and drawings by Frederick A. Walpole: October 1, 1973-February 28, 1974.
Call Number: QK98.W165 P1668 1973

Author: Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation.
Title: *Yuuga: contemporary botanical watercolors from Japan: catalogue of an exhibition, 23 March-30 June 2006.*
Call Number: QK98.J3 Y92 2006

Author: Ioki, Bunsai.
Title: *Japanese alpine plants illustrations.*
Call Number: (folio) QK98 .Io47 1982

Call Number: SB354.5 .I45 2021

Author: Istituto per i beni artistici, culturali, naturali della Regione Emilia-Romagna.
Title: *Le Orchidee spontanee dell'Emilia-Romagna.*
Call Number: QK495.O64 I72 Or1 1985

Author: Jay, Eileen.
Title: *A Victorian naturalist: Beatrix Potter's drawings from the Armitt collection.*
Call Number: QK98.P688 J33 1992

Author: Jeppe, Barbara.
Title: *South Africa is my garden.*
Call Number: QK396 .J469 1984

Author: Johnson, Cathy A.
Author: Sierra Club.
Title: *The Sierra Club guide to sketching in nature.*
Call Number: QK98.1 .J633 1990

Author: Jordan, Caroline.
Title: *Picturesque pursuits: colonial women artists and the amateur tradition.*
Call Number: QK98.A1 J761 2005

Title: *Joseph Banks' florilegium: botanical treasures from Cook's first voyage.*
Call Number: (folio)QK98.B26 J67 2017

Author: Ju, I-Hsiung,
Title: *The book of bamboo.*
Call Number: QK98.12.C4 J869 1976

Author: Kaden, Vera.
Author: Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
Title: *The illustration of plants & gardens, 1500-1850.*
Call Number: QK98 .K114 1982

Author: Kew, Enland.
Title: *Flora Japonica.*
Call Number: QK369.F56 2016

Author: King, Christabel.
Author: Kew, England.
Title: *The Kew book of botanical illustration.*
Call Number: QK98 .K56 2015

Author: King, Ronald.
Title: *Botanical illustration.*
Call Number: QK98 .K5862 1978

Author: Kneller, Marianna.
Title: *The book of rhododendrons.*
Call Number: (folio) QK495.R47 A1, K738, 1995

Author: Koch, Maryjo.
Title: *Seed leaf flower fruit.*
Call Number: SB46 .K811 1995
Author: Koreny, Fritz.
Title: *Albrecht Dürer and the animal and plant studies of the Renaissance.*
Call Number: QK98.D95 K841 1988

Author: Kramer, Jack.
Title: *The art of flowers: a celebration of botanical illustration, its masters and methods.*
Call Number: QK98.A1 K86a 2002

Author: Kramer, Jack.
Title: *A passion for orchids: the most beautiful orchid portraits and their artists.*
Publication: Munich ; New York : Prestel, c2002.
Call Number: SB409 .K86p 2002

Author: Kramer, Jack.
Title: *Women of flowers: a tribute to Victorian women illustrators.*
Call Number: QK98.A1 K86 1996

Author: Kress, W. John.
Author: Kew, England.
Title: *The art of plant evolution.*
Call Number: QK98.A3 K884 2009

Author: Kusukawa, Sachiko.
Title: *Picturing the book of nature: image, text, and argument in sixteenth-century human anatomy and medical botany.*
Call Number: QH46.5 .K87 2012

Author: Lack, H. Walter.
Author: Austrian National Library.
Publication: Köln; Los Angeles : Taschen, c2008.
Call Number: (folio) QK98.A1 L118 2001

Author: Lack, H. Walter.
Title: *Jardin de la Malmaison: Empress Josephine’s garden.*
Call Number: (folio) SB466.F97 L118 2004
Author: Laurent, Anna.
Title: *Botanical art from the golden age of scientific discovery.*

Author: Leech, Lizabeth.
Title: *Botany for artists.*
Call Number: QK98.1 .L44 2011

Author: Leet, Judith.
Title: *Flowering trees and shrubs: the botanical paintings of Esther Heins.*
Call Number: (folio) QK98.H36 L518 1983

Author: Leith-Ross, Prudence.
Title: *The Florilegium of Alexander Marshal in the collection of Her Majesty The Queen at Windsor Castle.*
Publication: London : Royal Collection, c2000.
Call Number: QK98.M181 L536 2000

Author: Leslie, Clare Walker.
Title: *Nature drawing: a tool for learning.*
Call Number: QK98.1 .L565 1980

Author: Letty, Cythna.
Title: *Children of the hours: indigenous plants with peculiar habits: drawings, paintings and poems.*
Call Number: QK396 .L5699 1981

Author: Lewis, Jan.
Title: *Walter Hood Fitch: a celebration.*
Call Number: QK98.F57 L587 1992

Author: Livingstone, Marco.
Title: *Jim Dine flowers and plants.*
Call Number: QK98.D46 L763 1994

Author: Longhurst, Peter.
Title: *The camellia.*
Call Number: (folio) SB413.C18 L862 1982
Author: Louie, Paul M.
Author: Helen Crocker Russell Library of Horticulture.
Title: Trees: pen and ink drawings of trees in Golden Gate Park.
Publication: San Francisco : Design by Helene Sobol; c2006.
Call Number: SB435.7.S22 L929 2006

Author: Mabberley, David J.
Author: Natural History Museum, London.
Title: Arthur Harry Church: the anatomy of flowers.
Call Number: QK98.C48 M113 2000

Author: Mabey, Richard.
Title: The Frampton flora.
Call Number: QK98.C612 M113 1985

Author: Magill, Henry Elicott.
Title: [Watercolors].
Publication: 1966.
Call Number: (*folio) QK331 .M272 1966

Author: Mannering, Eva.
Title: Flower portraits.
Call Number: (*folio) QK98 .M31 1961

Author: Marcus, Cora B.
Title: Today's botanical artists.
Call Number: QK98.A1 M334 2008

Author: Martin, Rosie.
Title: Botanical illustration course: with the Eden Project.
Call Number: QK98.1 .M365 2006

Author: Martin, William Keble.
Title: Sketches for the flora.
Call Number: QK306 .M28s 1972

Author: McBurney, Henrietta.
Author: Windsor Castle, Windsor, England.
Author: Museum of Fine Arts, Houston.
Title: *Mark Catesby's natural history of America: the watercolors from the Royal Library, Windsor Castle.*
Call Number: QH11.C27 M122 1997

Author: McEwen, Rory.
Author: Edinburgh, Scotland.
Author: Aberdeen Art Gallery.
Author: Serpentine Gallery.
Title: *Rory McEwen, 1932-1982: the botanical paintings.*
Call Number: QK98.M16 M157 1988

Author: McMahon, Liz.
Title: *A fynbos year.*
Publication: Cape Town ; David Philip, ; c1988.
Call Number: QK397 .M227 1988

Author: Mee, Margaret.
Author: Kew, England.
Title: *Flowers of the Amazon forests: the botanical art of Margaret Mee.*
Call Number: QK98.M47 M336f 2006

Author: Mee, Margaret.
Title: *Margaret Mee in search of flowers of the Amazon forests.*
Call Number: QK263 .M47m 1988

Author: Mee, Margaret.
Author: Museu de Arte Moderno do Rio de Janeiro.
Author: Fundação Botânica Margaret Mee.
Title: *Margaret Mee: vida e herança, junho 1992 = life and legacy.*
Call Number: QK98.M47 M336 1992

Author: Merberg, Julie.
Title: *In the garden with Van Gogh.*
Call Number: (j)QK98.V26 M533 2002
Author: Merian, Maria Sibylla.
Title: *Das kleine Buch der Tropenwunder*, kolorierte Stiche von Maria Sibylla Merian.
Publication: Leipzig : Insel-Verlag, [1935]
Call Number: QK98.M54 M542 1935

Author: Merian, Maria Sibylla.
Title: *New book of flowers*.
Publication: Munich ; New York : Prestel, c1999.
Call Number: (*folio) QK98.M54 M542n 1999

Author: Milne, Judith.
Title: *Flowers in watercolour*.
Call Number: QK98.1 .M635 1992

Author: Missouri Botanical Garden.
Author: St. Louis Art Museum.
Title: *Flower prints of five centuries: a exhibition of flower books from the library of the Missouri Botanical Garden*.
Publication: St. Louis, Mo. : Missouri Botanical Garden, 1959.
Call Number: QK98 .M69 1959

Author: Mitchell, Peter.
Title: *Flowers*.
Call Number: QK98.A1 M695f 1992

Author: Munting, Abraham.
Title: *Decorative floral engravings: 118 plates from the 1696 Accurate description of terrestrial plants*.
Call Number: (folio) QK98 .M92 1975

Author: Nessler, Kate.
Author: Jonathan Cooper Park Walk Gallery.
Title: *Kate Nessler: of two minds : 13th - 29th November 2008*.
Call Number: QK98.N23 N375 2008

Author: New York Botanical Garden.
Title: *Flora illustrata: great works from the LuEsther T. Mertz Library of the New York Botanical Garden*.
Call Number: QK74.Ne9 N42 2014
Author: New York (City).
Title: *Chinese flower and fruit prints, from the Mustard seed garden and the Ten bamboo studios.*
Call Number: QK98.C4 C441 1946

Author: New York Public Library.
Title: *Nature illustrated: flowers, plants, and trees : illustrations 1550-1900 : from the collections of the New York Public Library.*
Call Number: QK98.A1 N42 1989

Author: Nikulinsky, Philippa.
Title: *Banksia menziesii.*
Publication: South Fremantle, Western Australia : Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 1992.
Call Number: QK495.P957 B3, N589, 1992

Author: Noltie, Henry J.
Author: Edinburgh, Scotland.
Title: *The Dapuri drawings: Alexander Gibson and the Bombay Botanic Gardens.*
Call Number: (folio) QK98.D7 N725 2002

Author: Noltie, Henry J.
Author: Edinburgh, Scotland.
Title: *Indian botanical drawings 1793-1868: from the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh.*
Call Number: QK98.In3 N725 1999

Author: Norst, Marlene J.
Author: British Museum (Natural History).
Title: *Ferdinand Bauer: the Australian natural history drawings.*
Publication: London : British Museum (Natural History), c1989.
Call Number: QK98.B31 N81 1989

Author: North, Marianne.
Author: Kew, England.
Title: *A vision of Eden: the life and work of Marianne North.*
Call Number: QK98.N67 N811 1980

Author: O'Keeffe, Georgia.
Title: *Georgia O'Keeffe: one hundred flowers.*
Call Number: (folio) QK98.Ok2 Ok23 1987

Author: Olson, George.
Author: British Museum (Natural History)
Title: Plant studies from the American prairies.
Publication: [Wooster, Ohio?] : G. Olson, c1990.
Call Number: QK98.OL72 OL8 1990

Author: Oozeerally, Barbara.
Author: Royal Horticultural Society, London.
Title: Magnolias in art & cultivation.
Call Number: (folio) QK495.M2 O69 2014

Title: Orchids from the Botanical register: 1815-1847.
Call Number: (*folio) QK495.O64 A1, Or1ob, 1991

Title: Orchids from Curtis's botanical magazine.
Call Number: QK495.O64 A1 Or1o 1981

Author: Parsons, Alfred.
Title: A garden of roses.
Call Number: SB411 .P251 1987

Author: Paton, Valentine S.
Title: Magnolias in Cornish gardens.
Call Number: (folio) QK495.M2 P274 2001

Author: Perkins, Benjamin.
Title: Trees.
Call Number: QK488 .P419 1987

Author: Peroni, Laura.
Title: The language of flowers.
Call Number: (folio) QK83 .P424 1984
Author: Phansakdi Chakkaphak.
Title: *Beauty in bloom: a collection of the artist's watercolour paintings from 2009 back to 1991: in celebration of the artist's life at 60.*
Publication: Thailand: [Chakkaphak], Srisala Co., Lt. [distributor], c2009.
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